ADRIAAN VAN ROSSEM was a colorful, dynamic and highly competent ornithologist of international reputation who was lost while at the crest of his accomplishments at the age of 56. I knew him well from daily companionship in the field and from long professional contact. In the six years since his death, while thinking back over the events of his life, I have become convinced that his distaste for any show of sentimentalism and his inclination for blunt and incisive appraisal of self and others reflected a desire that his career be recorded with candor. "Van" was a man of startling and often puzzling contrasts. Personal charm and consideration shown toward some people were balanced against thoughtlessness and bitterness toward others. Generous acclaim and support of colleagues was often warmly expressed by him while competitive feuds grew apace in other quarters. And one can note that skillful cultivation of some lines of support and backing seemed not in keeping with his self-declared lack of diplomacy. Accurate, sensitive, and significant scientific work alternated with hasty, emotionally promulgated offerings. Nothing was ever gray or indecisive; matters were always black or white, or red. The most constant feature of his make up, and one to be deeply admired by every ornithologist, was a complete and never-lagging interest in birds. Nothing else really mattered; all other things could ruthlessly be put aside. The buoyancy of his enthusiasm in the field and the museum seemed undiminished in his last years from that of the youthful twelve-year-old collector operating in the Arroyo Seco near Pasadena.
In this period, beside the many short and preliminary publications basic to the E1 Salvador report and other long-range undertakings, van 
